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A. Father said to son, “If you don’t ask _________, you never learn _______.”
B. Children are not the only people who have questions for ______.
C. If you are a thinking person, then you are going to wrestle with some
questions, issues, uncertainties and some doubts about __________ things.
D. Timothy Keller in his book, The Reason for God, recommends that both
believers and unbelievers should look at ________ in a radically different
way.
E. D. James Kennedy tells a story in his book, Skeptics Answered, about a
young radio call-in show hostess who implied that for a person to believe,
he or she must stop _________ and stop asking _________.
F. Christianity has answers that are not only satisfying for the ______, they are
also satisfying for the _______.
G. Here is a short list of prominent ________ turned _________: C.S. Lewis,
Lee Strobel, Josh McDowell, Francis Collins, Hugh Ross, Antony Flew,
Bernard Nathanson, John Clayton, and Anne Rice.
H. What does the Bible say about people who have questions?
1. Notice how Jesus dealt with _________ (John 20:19-29).
2. Notice how Jesus dealt with _________ (Luke 7:18-28).
3. Notice how Jesus dealt with _______ with _____ who needed healing
(Mark 9:21-24).
I. God has promised to help us in our pursuit of ______ (Jer. 33:3; 29:13;
Acts 17:26-27).
J. Let’s end with another story of a doubter turned believer. His name is ____
_________, the author of _____-_____.
K. I believe that in Christianity you will find honest ________ to honest
_________.
L. In the end, we want to be able to do what the apostle Peter told us to do:
“Always be prepared to give an _________ to everyone who asks you to
give the reason for the _______ that you have” (1 Peter 3:15).

Answer Key: A. questions, nothin’. B. God. C. spiritual. D. doubt. E. thinking, questions. F.
soul, mind. G. skeptics, believers. H.1. Thomas. H.2. John. H.3. Man, son. I. God. J. Lew,
Wallace, Ben, Hur. K. answers, questions. L. answer, hope.

